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Abstract 

Diffraction peak profile analysis methods were investigated in two titanium alloys: Ti-

6Al-4V and commercially pure titanium. A comparison of different methods found that 

the Warren-Averbach method in its logarithmic form found by fitting individual Fourier 

coefficients gave the best representation of the alloys. The broadening anisotropy, why 

full-width divided by g varies for different texture components and planes, was 

investigated. It was shown that the standard method to consider all grains as behaving 

the same was unable to explain the observed changes. The changes can instead be 

explained, and errors reduced, by adopting an approach that uses a polycrystal plasticity 

model. However, if the approach is used to just calculate changes in the contrast factor, 

it can only partly explain changes in broadening. Instead, factors such as variations in 

the dislocation density and crystallite size in different texture components, the amount 

of dislocations that are mobile and the amount of edge and screw dislocations, needs 

consideration. In the case shown here the method could replicate the full-width results 

at low strains but failed at higher strains because prismatic and pyramidal <a> produced 

an additional broadening. The influence of twinning was considered and it was shown 

that twinning introduces an additional broadening in the planes corresponding to its 

new orientation, which also causes a change the asymmetry of the peak.  

More details can be found in Simm et al. (2014) and Simm (2013). 

1 Materials and Method 

To investigate HCP metals, the two-phase titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V and a single phase 

commercially pure titanium alloy (CP-Ti) were used. The microstructure of Ti6Al4V 

consists of a majority  hexagonal phase and a cubic  phase of less than 10% (figure 

1). The  phase consists of a primary phase with equiaxed grains of 15 µm and a 

secondary phase that consists of needles of around 1 µm thickness. The secondary  

and  phase are situated around the grain boundaries. CP-Ti has a grain size of ~30 µm 
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and has a hexagonal crystal structure; the alloy is prone to deform by twinning in 

contrast to Ti6Al4V which is not expected to. 

The samples were deformed by uni-axial tension at a strain rate of 1mm/min to different 

engineering strains up to a maximum of 8%. Diffraction patterns were obtained using 

ID31, at the ESRF in Grenoble France, from square rods of 0.8 mm wide and 30 mm 

long of the alloy. A beam-energy of 31.1 keV and a wavelength of 0.39827 Åm was 

used to scan the samples in 2, between 0 (k=0) and 38 (k=1.63 Åm), with a step size 

of 0.003. To account for instrumental broadening a LaB6 sample with dimensions 

similar to the titanium samples was measured. Measurements were made in two 

different directions: the transverse direction, when the diffraction vector is 

perpendicular to the tensile direction, and the axial direction, when they are parallel.  

 

Figure 1. The microstructure of Ti-6Al-4V, which consists of a majority of primary HCP α, with secondary 

α and BCC β on the boundaries of the primary α. Right, the instrumental broadening profile. 

 

2 Results 

2.1 Results: A comparison of DPPA Methods 

The diffraction patterns were used to evaluate a number of DPPA methods: a full-

width method; a method that attributes size and strain broadening to the Lorentzian 

and Gaussian integral breadth of a Voigt (Halder & Wagner 1966); the variance 

method (Borbely and Groma 2001); the Williamson-Hall method (Williamson & Hall 

1953, Ungar and Borbely 1996); the alternative method (van Berkum et al. 1994); and 

variations of the Warren-Averbach method (Warren 1969). The following variants of 

the Warren-Averbach (WA) methods are used: 
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   log-INDI- uses the log form of the Warren-Averbach method (equation 2.40) 

and Fourier coefficients with distinct values of L are fitted separately 

  log-ALL- uses the log form of the Warren-Averbach method and all the Fourier 

coefficients are fitted together 

  lin-INDI- uses the linear form of the Warren-Averbach method and Fourier 

coefficients with distinct values of L are fitted separately 

  individual- the same as log-INDI but peaks of the same family are used and the 

contrast factor is not used 

 

It is found that in general the parameters calculated using the different methods 

qualitatively agree with the expectations of how the titanium alloys deform: with 

more applied strain the dislocation density increases and the size of a coherent region 

of the alloy decreases from the formation of dislocation boundaries.  

In order to compare different methods, the Taylor equation (Equation 1), which 

relates dislocation density (ρ) to flow stress (σ), is used. The equation has shown to be 

valid for a wide range of metals irrespective of the dislocation structure that develops 

or the crystal structure (Mecking and Kocks 1981, Conrad 1981). 

𝜎 = 𝜎0 + 𝛼′𝐺𝑀𝑏√𝜌      (1) 

Where, G is the shear modulus, M the Taylor factor taken as 3.1, b the magnitude of 

the Burgers vector of dislocations and σ0 is the friction stress, or the yield stress of an 

annealed sample. The value α’ is a constant that is found to change depending on the 

material studied. For titanium it has been found (Biswas 1973, Conrad 1981) that the 

value of α’ are independent of interstitial content, temperature, dislocation structure or 

grain size and vary between 0.34 and 0.9. Hence, if we plot the square-root of the 

dislocation density obtained by DPPA against the stress divided by G.M.b we can 

obtain the parameters α’ and σ0 for each of the methods. This is done in Figure 1 for 

the Warren-Averbach method using the individual FCs as done by Warren and 

Averbach (named here log-INDI). A summary of these fits for the different methods 

is provided in Table 1. From the table it can be seen that the logarithmic forms of the 

Warren-Averbach method and the Variance method provide the best correlation with 

the expected results. But in contrast, the alternative method and the linear Warren-

Averbach method do not provide a good correlation. It should also be noted that 

although the Variance method is strictly speaking a single peak method, the results 
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obtained here were from the average of many peaks. There are two reasons why the 

use of the Variance method on a single peak is difficult: (1) Not knowing the value of 

the contrast factor (discussed in more detail below), and (2) the error in determining 

the value for one peak can be large, averaging over multiple peaks reduces this 

considerably. 

Our conclusion based on determination of crystal size changes, changes in the dipole 

character, M (Wilkens 1976), the contrast factor, along with the changes in the 

dislocation density shown here, is that the LogINDI method is the best all round 

method to define the deformation of a metal. It is worth noting that unlike other alloys 

the plastic state cannot be determined in Ti6Al-4V by hardness measurements (Figure 

1). It is also very difficult to perform these methods using a laboratory X-ray, because 

the symmetry of the HCP structure alongside the BCC structure make it very difficult 

to separate different peaks.   

 

 

Figure 2,  

Table 1, The change in parameters α’ and σ0 for Ti6Al4V (found from fitting data to equation 1), used to 

show how the dislocation density changes with flow stress, for different DPPA methods. These parameters 

are determined in 2 ways, (1) allowing both parameters to change, and (2) only allowing α’ to change. The 

expected values are compared with TEM data (Biswas et al 1973, Conrad 1981). 

METHOD LOGindi LINindi LOGall ALT individ. Variance 

α’ 0.49 1.35 0.76 8.70 0.40 0.54 

σ0 870 610 820 -620 880 879 

α’ (σ0 set to 880 
MPa) 

0.45 0.53 0.57 0.91 0.40 0.54 

Expected α’ 0.34 – 0.9      
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2.2 Results: Peak Broadening Anisotropy 

The results were only measured at two different directions; however, a great number of 

peaks were measured, which represent families of different orientation. Therefore, to 

display changes in the broadening the variable x is used: 

         (12) 

where, l is the ‘l’ indices of a peak (hkil) and ‘a’ the lattice parameter. The variable x 

can be seen as the closeness a peak is to being a basal plane (x=0), or a prismatic plane 

(x~1.6). The variable can be used because the size broadening is small: demonstrated 

by the fact that the full-width divided by g varies relatively smoothly with x (Figure 3). 

The variable x is used because it allows us to look at different texture components 

(effectively different x values) and is also used in the approach of Ungar and colleagues 

(Dragomir and Ungar 2002), which will be caused the Homogeneous Approach.  

 

Figure 3. Measured full-width values of Ti-6Al-4V at applied strains of 1% and 5% plotted against x (left) 

and those predicted using a Schmid factor polycrystal model (right). 

 

Figure 4. The predicted slip activity of the different slip systems at different x values in Ti-6Al-4V using 

model A, in the axial (left) and transverse (middle) directions. The total slip activity at different x values for 

model A and model B is shown on the right. 
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The changes in full-width in the axial and transverse direction at 1% and 5% applied 

strain is shown in Figure 3. At both strains there is a difference in the broadening in 

the two measurement directions, however at 5% strain and large x-values this 

difference is significant. If the Homogeneous Approach is used to explain the 

broadening anisotropy (why different peaks broaden by different amounts) there are 

no combination of slip systems that could give the q-values found, particularly the 

transverse ones. The approach would predict a dominance of <a> slip (particularly 

prismatic and pyramidal) to explain the q-values obtained. However, the value of the 

contrast factor, for prismatic and pyramidal <a>, falls with x to a value of zero at the 

basal plane (x~1.6); however, the full-width from x~0.8 onwards increases at 8% 

strain. Hence, the approach can explain the q-values by <a> slip but not describe the 

increase in full-width at 5% for high x-values. The approach would also not be able to 

explain why there was a difference in broadening in the two directions.  

To try to understand the cause of the observed broadening anisotropy, and the 

problems with the Homogenous approach, a polycrystal plasticity model was used. A 

polycrystal plasticity model that uses the Schmid factor is used (Sachs 1928). This 

approach is simple but is often used in HCP metals particularly at low strains because 

of the symmetry (Zaefferer 2003, Bridier et al., 2005, Battaini et al., 2007, Liu and 

Hansen 1995). In the model used, the slip activity () of a slip system (l) is found by 

resolving the stress onto the slip system, the larger the resolved stress the more active 

the slip system. Different slip systems have different ease with which they are 

activated, and this is accounted for by variations in the critically resolved shear stress 

(τCRSS) of the different slip systems. We apply this approach using the expected slip 

systems in titanium, and two different sets of CRSS value found for Ti-6Al-4V 

(Yapici et al., 2006, Fundenberger et al., 1997, Philippe et al., 1995). The activity of 

different slip systems from the model is shown in Figure 4, and the predicted full-

width using the program ANIZC (Borbely et al. 2003) to give the predictions in 

Figure 3. It can be seen that at 1% the models provide a reasonable explanation of the 

broadening anisotropy and explain somewhat why the full-width of the transverse 

peaks are larger. However, at 5% strain the model fails completely. To investigate the 

cause of the difference a Warren-Averbach analysis was done on 3 different peaks in 

the two directions, and is shown in Figure 5. The dislocation density obtained shows a 

similar behaviour to the predictions of Figure 3. Since the predicted full-width is 
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proportional to the square-root of the contrast factor and dislocation density the WA 

analysis is suggesting that the problem is not with the predictions but that there is an 

additional broadening in the transverse direction at high x-values caused by the 

activity of prismatic and pyramidal <a> slip. Whether, this is a pure size broadening 

or a change in the dipole character is not clear. 

 

 

Figure 5. The change in dislocation density (left), reciprocal of crystallite size (middle) and dipole character, 

M, (right) found from the WA method plotted against x for axial and transverse directions at 1% and 5% 

strain.  

 

Ti-CP was measured to consider the influence of twinning on peak profile analysis. 

We found a similar peak-broadening anisotropy to that found for Ti6Al4V. However, 

we did find a noticeable difference in the asymmetry of diffraction peaks, as shown in 

Figure 6.ASY is defined as the full-width of right-hand side of peak minus full-width 

of left side of peak and then divided by the full-width of the right side. For Ti-6Al-

4V, the value of ASY is positive in the axial direction with a smaller magnitude at the 

highest and lowest x values. Whereas for Ti-CP in the axial direction, the ASY value 

is approximately zero for most peaks and at high and low x is negative. In the 

transverse direction, the ASY value of Ti-6Al-4V is negative for most peaks, but has 

a zero or positive value at high x. However, for Ti-CP the ASY value is positive for 

most peaks, it is almost zero from x=0 to x=0.8 after which it increases gradually. In 

general, the magnitude of ASY value falls with strain. 

Broadening due to twin boundaries can cause changes in the asymmetry of a peak 

(Balogh et al. 2006). However, the large size of twins (Glavicic et al. 2004) may mean 

the amount of twin boundaries is too low to have a significant contribution. In 

addition, it is not clear whether this description could explain the different changes in 

asymmetry in the two directions and with x. Particularly as the boundaries would 
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affect broadening in both the parent grain and the twinned grain, and from the 

predictions of twin activity with x (Figure 6) we may then expect an increase in 

asymmetry in the axial direction. Differences in the intergranular strains in twinned 

and non-twinned regions could explain the differences in asymmetry between the two 

titanium alloys. The intergranular strains in twinned regions may also be different to 

non-twinned regions due to the way they are formed (Brown et al. 2005). That the 

changes in the predicted amount of twin grains increases in the transverse direction 

with x (Figure 6) would support this. 

  

  

 

Figure 6, the asymmetry of diffraction peaks in Ti6Al4V (left), Ti-CP (middle) and predictions of twin 

activity (right). 
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